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Reminders

• Homework 2: Exact inference and 
supervised learning (CRF+RNN)
– Out: Wed, Feb. 24
– Due: Wed, Mar. 10 at 11:59pm

• Quiz 1: Mon, Mar. 15
• Homework 3: Structured SVM
– Out: Wed, Mar. 10
– Due: Wed, Mar. 4 at 11:59pm

• Shortened (10 min) after-class OHs today
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QUIZ 1 LOGISTICS
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Quiz 1
• Time / Location

– Time: In-Class Quiz
Mon, Oct. 17 at 6:30pm – 8:00pm

– Location: The same Zoom meeting as lecture/recitation. 
Please arrive online early. 

– Please watch Piazza carefully for announcements.
• Logistics

– Covered material: Lecture 1 – Lecture 8
– Format of questions:

• Multiple choice
• True / False (with justification)
• Derivations
• Short answers
• Interpreting figures
• Implementing algorithms on paper
• Drawing

– No electronic devices
– You are allowed to bring one 8½ x 11 sheet of notes (front and back)
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Quiz 1
• Advice (for before the exam)
– Try out the Gradescope quiz-style interface in the “Fake 

Quiz” now available
• Advice (for during the exam)
– Solve the easy problems first 

(e.g. multiple choice before derivations)
• if a problem seems extremely complicated you’re likely missing 

something
– Don’t leave any answer blank!
– If you make an assumption, write it down
– If you look at a question and don’t know the answer:

• we probably haven’t told you the answer
• but we’ve told you enough to work it out
• imagine arguing for some answer and see if you like it
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Topics for Quiz 1
• Graphical Model 

Representation
– Directed GMs vs. 

Undirected GMs vs. 
Factor Graphs

– Bayesian Networks vs. 
Markov Random Fields vs. 
Conditional Random Fields

• Graphical Model Learning
– Fully observed Bayesian 

Network learning
– Fully observed MRF learning
– Fully observed CRF learning
– Parameterization of a GM
– Neural potential functions

• Exact Inference
– Three inference problems:

(1) marginals
(2) partition function
(3) most probably 
assignment

– Variable Elimination
– Belief Propagation (sum-

product and max-product)
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SAMPLE QUESTIONS
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Sample Questions
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6 Factor Graphs

Figure 4: A factor graph over three binary random variables A, B, C, i.e. sampled values a,
b, c from the random variables are in {0, 1}. Assume the factors are named  A(a),  A,B(a, b),
 A,B,C(a, b, c), and  C(c).

1. (2 points) Short answer: Consider the factor graph in Figure 4. Using the given factor
names, write the partition function Z that ensures the joint probability distribution
p(a, b, c) sums-to-one.

2. (2 points) Short answer: Using the given factor names, write the joint probability
mass function p(a, b, c) defined by the factor graph shown in Figure 4. You may include

the term Z directly in your answer—no need to copy it from above.

3. (2 points) Drawing: Suppose we have a joint probability distribution that factorizes
as below:

p(w, x, y, z) /  X(x) X,Y (x, y) X,Y,Z(x, y, z) W,Z(w, z) Y,Z(y, z)

where / denotes proportional to. Draw the factor graph corresponding to this factoriza-
tion of the joint distribution.
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7 Inference in Graphical Models

Consider yet another factor graph consisting of two random variables Q 2 {red,green,blue},
R 2 {pencil, crayon}. Suppose we have the following factors:

Q  Q(q)

red 3
green 1
blue 2

Q R  Q,R(q, r)

red pencil 2
red crayon 2
green pencil 1
green crayon 3
blue pencil 4
blue crayon 1

1. (2 points) Short answer: Draw a table containing all values of the function s(q, r) =
 Q(q) Q,R(q, r). You may use the integer abbreviations: red=1, green=2, blue=3, pen-

cil=1, crayon=2.

2. (2 points) Numerical answer: What is the value of the partition function Z for the
joint distribution p(q, r)?

3. (2 points) Numerical answer: What is the value of the joint probability P (Q =
green,R = crayon)? You may leave your answer in the form of an unsimplified fraction—

no calculator necessary.

4. (2 points) Numerical answer: What is the value of the marginal probability P (Q =
green)? You may leave your answer in the form of an unsimplified fraction—no calcu-

lator necessary.
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5. (2 points) Short answer: Suppose you run the Variable Elimination algorithm to elim-
inate the variable Q, resulting in a new factor graph with just one factor m(r). Draw a
table containing the values of this new factor.

6. (2 points) Numerical answer: What is the value of the marginal probability P (R =
crayon)? You may leave your answer in the form of an unsimplified fraction—no calcu-

lator necessary.
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1. (1 point) Drawing: Suppose you are running the Variable Elimination algorithm. The first 
variable you eliminate is B. Draw the factor graph that results after you have eliminated 
variable B.
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6 Factor Graphs

Figure 4: A factor graph over three binary random variables A, B, C, i.e. sampled values a,
b, c from the random variables are in {0, 1}. Assume the factors are named  A(a),  A,B(a, b),
 A,B,C(a, b, c), and  C(c).

1. (2 points) Short answer: Consider the factor graph in Figure 4. Using the given factor
names, write the partition function Z that ensures the joint probability distribution
p(a, b, c) sums-to-one.

2. (2 points) Short answer: Using the given factor names, write the joint probability
mass function p(a, b, c) defined by the factor graph shown in Figure 4. You may include

the term Z directly in your answer—no need to copy it from above.

3. (2 points) Drawing: Suppose we have a joint probability distribution that factorizes
as below:

p(w, x, y, z) /  X(x) X,Y (x, y) X,Y,Z(x, y, z) W,Z(w, z) Y,Z(y, z)

where / denotes proportional to. Draw the factor graph corresponding to this factoriza-
tion of the joint distribution.
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2. (1 point) Numerical Answer: Suppose you are running the Belief Propagation algorithm? 
How many messages are required to send a message from fABC to C?   
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where / denotes proportional to. Draw the factor graph corresponding to this factoriza-
tion of the joint distribution.

fABC

fC
fAB

fA
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1. (1 point) Is there a Bayesian Network that would convert to the factor graph shown above? 
Is yes, draw an example of such a Bayesian Network. If not, explain why not.
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fABC

fAB

fA fC
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fB

2. (1 point) Is there a Bayesian Network that would convert to the factor graph shown above? 
Is yes, draw an example of such a Bayesian Network. If not, explain why not.
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names, write the partition function Z that ensures the joint probability distribution
p(a, b, c) sums-to-one.

2. (2 points) Short answer: Using the given factor names, write the joint probability
mass function p(a, b, c) defined by the factor graph shown in Figure 4. You may include

the term Z directly in your answer—no need to copy it from above.

3. (2 points) Drawing: Suppose we have a joint probability distribution that factorizes
as below:

p(w, x, y, z) /  X(x) X,Y (x, y) X,Y,Z(x, y, z) W,Z(w, z) Y,Z(y, z)

where / denotes proportional to. Draw the factor graph corresponding to this factoriza-
tion of the joint distribution.

fABC

fAB
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STRUCTURED SVM
aka. Max-Margin Markov Networks (M3Ns)
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SGD for Structured SVM
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Structured SVM

Whiteboard
– Structured Large Margin
– Structured Hinge Loss
– Gradient of Structured Hinge Loss
– SGD for Structured SVM
– Loss Augmented MAP Inference
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Slide from Klein & Taskar (ACL 2005 Tutorial)
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Structured SVM

The original name for Structured SVM:
– Max-Margin Markov Networks 
– abbreviated as M3Ns

30



Results: Handwriting Recognition

© Eric Xing @ CMU, 2005-2015
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Length: ~8 chars

Letter: 16x8 pixels 

10-fold Train/Test

5000/50000 letters

600/6000 words 

Models:

Multiclass-SVMs*

CRFs

M3 nets 

*Crammer & Singer 01
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Results: Hypertext Classification

© Eric Xing @ CMU, 2005-2015
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l WebKB dataset
l Four CS department websites: 1300 pages/3500 links

l Classify each page: faculty, course, student, project, other

l Train on three universities/test on fourth

l Inference: loopy belief propagation

l Learning: relaxed dual

53% error reduction over SVMs
38% error reduction over RMNs

*Taskar et al 02
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Named Entity Recognition
� Locate and classify named entities in sentences:

� 4 categories: organization, person, location, misc.
� e.g. “U.N. official Richard Butler heads for Baghdad”.

� CoNLL 03 data set (200K words train, 50K words test)
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Associative Markov networks

Point features
spin-images, point height

Edge features
length of edge, edge orientation 

yi

yj

Iij

Ii

“associative”
restriction

Slide from Guestrin, 10-701, 2005
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Slide from Guestrin, 10-701, 2005

Max-margin AMNs results

Label: ground, building, tree, shrub
Training: 30 thousand points     Testing: 3 million points
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Slide from Guestrin, 10-701, 2005

Segmentation results

Hand labeled 180K test points

Model Accuracy

SVM 68%

V-SVM 73%

M3N 93%



STRUCTURED SVM WITH NEURAL 
POTENTIALS
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Structured SVM 
with Neural Potentials
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Hinge Losses in Deep Learning
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a b s t r a c t

In this study, for the first time, we show how to formulate a structured support vector machine (SSVM)
as two layers in a convolutional neural network, where the top layer is a loss augmented inference
layer and the bottom layer is the normal convolutional layer. We show that a deformable part model
can be learned with the proposed structured SVM neural network by backpropagating the error of the
deformable part model to the convolutional neural network. The forward propagation calculates the loss
augmented inference and the backpropagation calculates the gradient from the loss augmented inference
layer to the convolutional layer. Thus, we obtain a new type of convolutional neural network called an
Structured SVM convolutional neural network, which we applied to the human pose estimation problem.
This new neural network can be used as the final layers in deep learning. Our method jointly learns the
structural model parameters and the appearance model parameters. We implemented our method as a
new layer in the existing Caffe library.

© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Generic structural prediction for object parts is similar to the
human pose estimation (HPE) problem, e.g., labeling and bound-
ing car parts with boxes, labeling and bounding face parts with
boxes, and labeling and bounding bus parts with boxes. The pose
estimation problem based on a still two-dimensional (2D) image
is defined as finding the human joints or parts in an image con-
taining one human. This problem is difficult due to variations in
the color of clothes and because some parts are partially or to-
tally occluded. Previous state-of-the-art pose estimation solutions
are based mainly on the success of the pictorial structure pro-
gramming (Felzenszwalb & Huttenlocher, 2005), whichwas devel-
oped by Felzenszwalb (Felzenszwalb & Huttenlocher, 2005). This
method rapidly became the standard approach for object localiza-
tion. Ramanan (2007) adopted this method for HPE and it is now
the standard method for HPE. Ramanan’s method for solving the
HPE involves clustering the subparts, before extracting the his-
togram of oriented gradients (HOG) features for each subpart and
learning support vector machine (SVM) filters for each of the sub-
parts. Pictorial structures are then created and the parts are popu-

⇤ Corresponding authors. Fax: +66 0 2218 6955.
E-mail address: peerajak@gmail.com (P. Witoonchart).

lated, before the subparts are filtered with these SVM filters to re-
learn them structurally. This method has been improved in various
ways, where one way involves finding a better structure, e.g., Tian,
Zitnick, and Narasimhan (2012) proposed a pictorial structure tree
model with added latent variables, Tian and Sclaroff (2010) care-
fully designed leaf node variations and latent nodes, which con-
trol the variations of the leaf nodes, while Pishchulin, Andriluka,
Gehler, and Schiele (2013) added a loopymodel for inference. Dan-
tone, Gall, Leistner, and Van Gool (2014) focused on clustering
parts into multimodal decomposable models. Cherian, Mairal, Ala-
hari, and Schmid (2014) tried to improve the pictorial structure
by obtaining a better prior model by parameterizing the geometric
variables. However, if the model is improved, all of these methods
must learn the structural model parameters. Latent SVM (Yang &
Ramanan, 2011) is the standard method for learning these model
parameters.

Currently, deep learning and feature learning are popular
methods for finding features for classification, detection, and
segmentation, including a deep convolutional network for facial
point detection (Sun, Wang, & Tang, 2013), a deep network for
pedestrian detection (Sermanet, Kavukcuoglu, Chintala, & Lecun,
2013), pose estimation with a deep network (Ouyang, Chu, &
Wang, 2014), facial feature tracking with a restricted Boltzmann
machine (Wu, Wang, & Ji, 2013), shape prior detection using deep
learning for object segmentation (Chen, Yu, Hu, & Xunxun, 2013),
and object detection with a deep network (Szegedy, Toshev, &

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neunet.2017.02.005
0893-6080/© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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(a) Structured form of the model weights. (b) Vectorized
form of the
model weights.

(c) Neural network form of the
model weights based on the two
topmost layers.

Fig. 1. Proposed method based on the formulation of an SSVM two layer neural network, which are the two topmost (blue and green) layers in (c). The appearance model
weights are the bottom Convssvm layer (green layer), which is the normal convolutional layer. Loss augmented inference based on the top layer (blue layer) has pairwise
weights, i.e., the deformable model’s weights, and the cooccurrence model’s weights, which can be treated as structural weights. The deformable weights, wefd

, are shown
as weights between the edges in (a), as subvectors in a concatenated vector of weights in (b), and as loss augmented inference weights in (c). The appearancemodel weights,
w

t

f
, are shown as the weights for nodes in (a), as subvectors in a concatenated vector of weights in (b), and as the Convssvm layer in (c).

Let l 2 L denote the lth layer. By scaling image xi to multiple scales,
we obtain an image pyramid of all l 2 L. The image pyramids
are simply multiple RGB images, but each differs in terms of its
scale. Each of these different sized images are pasted into a zero
image matrix, thereby obtaining a four-dimensional matrix of size
width ⇥ height ⇥ color channels ⇥ number of levels. The image
pyramid denoted as xiL is then used as the input for HOG feature
extraction, which is denoted as 8h (xiL). Next, the HOG-extracted
feature is used as an input for the CNN as deep pyramid features,
where we refer to this CNN as CnnFeat . The result obtained by
CnnFeat for xiL is denoted as 8f (xiL).

2.2. Model and detection inference

Our model based on Yang and Ramanan (2011) has three major
submodels and these submodules are defined as follows.

Appearance model

The appearance model comprises the individual filters for the
individual type of part that the model designer aims to model, e.g.,
head filters and body filters. Our image representation usually has
many channels, so each of these models is represented by a matrix
comprising the filter size times the number of channels. Typical
values are 5⇥ 5⇥ 32 or 5⇥ 5⇥ 64 for a filter of 5⇥ 5 with 32 and
64 channels, respectively. By determining the dot product of the
filter and a feature of the same size, we obtain a particular score
for a feature. These filters are in the domain of RS⇥C , where S is
the filter size and C is the number of channels. For each part and
each type of part, there is an associated appearance model filter.
The appearancemodel is the appearance filter. The similarity score
created by a filterwt

f
is

scoreappearance (y) = w
t

f
· 8f (xL, y) . (1)

Co-occurrence model

If we suppose that there are m mixture types for a part and n
mixture types for a neighboring part, then the total bias among
these two parts is m ⇥ n. This model gives the sum of the local
and pairwise scores. For a parent node i and a child node j, the
co-occurrence score ij is

scorecooccurrence
�
ti, tj

�
= btitjij . (2)

This can be treated as a bias to favor some particular local types, as
well as the pairwise relationship among parent and child types. For
example, if bt1t234 has a high value, this means that the parent part
number 3, type 1 is likely to connect to child part number 4, type 2.

Deformable model

From each parent type ti to each child part tj, we have anchor
positions for the the child wrt the parent, where there are a total
of ti ⇥ tj anchors from parents to children. The anchor positions
are trained in order to model them simply by taking the average of
each of all the possible types of connections. The anchor positions
must be available before SSVM training, so the part types are
calculated by simple K-mean clustering for each appearance type
to create different types of articulations. We employ mixtures of
components to solve the many types of possible part appearances
in the same manner as Yang and Ramanan (2011). Let p 2 P be the
pth bodypart,where P = {1, . . . , pn} is the set of all parts. Let k 2 K
be the kth type of a particular part, where K = {1, . . . , kn} is the
set of all types of a particular part. Let Kp denote the total number
of types K for a particular part p. We start by clustering the training
image parts p 2 P into Kp clusters. Now, we define the ith sample’s
SSVM feature function. The SSVM has a DPM tree G = {V, E} of
features. First, we define the unary feature 8f (xiL, yi) as 8f (xiL)
for evaluating at position yi. We then define the pairwise features

 ij = �
⇥
dxij dyij dx2ij dy2ij,

⇤
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Fig. 4. Visualization of our HPE results based on the PARSE test dataset. The green bounding boxes are a head. The yellow bounding boxes are a torso. The cyan bounding
boxes are a left arm. The blue bounding boxes are a right arm. The red bounding boxes are a left limb. The deep blue bounding boxes are a right limb.

samples decreased are shown in Fig. 2. The one-minus-intersect-
over-union, �

�
ŷ, yi

�
, loss was reduced to around 30%–40%. The

value of Li decreased from a value of 50 to 0.5, which shows that
our gradient-based method was implemented correctly.

We compare our results with those obtained by Yang and
Ramanan (2011) in Table 1,where the total PCP (as defined by Yang
et al., 2016) is used as the metric. Our results are not competitive
with their results, but Fig. 2 shows that our method can learn
effectively.

Fig. 4 shows the HPE results based on a sample from the PARSE
test set, where our results appear very promising.

4. Conclusion

Currently, many part-based detection methods rely on a CNN
as the front end. Many studies have shown that classification and
feature extraction by backpropagation of the classifier into a deep
learning feature extractor gives better performance. We plan to
apply our novel SSVMneural network layerwith deep CNN to solve
part-based imagedetection problems. In this study,wedetermined
the feasibility of this approach by showing that reducing the loss of
an SSVM neural network can be applied to part-based detection. In
future research, we will add this new layer to deep CNN to create
a full end-to-end neural network for solving the HPE problem, as
well as other part-based detection problems.

In this study, we proposed a new learning algorithm called
SSVM CNN for learning HPE models. We defined the SSVM as a
two-layer neural network that can backpropagate the inference
error to a deep learning feature extractor. Our SSVM within the
SSVM CNN learns its weights in exactly the same way as it
learns weights without backpropagation. Our method operates as
a generic learning algorithm for broad deep learning computer
vision problems. Our results are not yet as good as those obtained
by state-of-the-art approaches, but our method can learn the
model parameters for HPEwithout requiring negative samples.We
consider that our method can perform much better if we use deep
CNN as the front end. Due to the time-consuming nature of our

training process, we have not tested the use of deep CNN as a front
end, but we will implement our method as a full deep learning
machine in the future.
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sues of exposure bias and label bias, which moti-
vates the work of this paper.

4 Beam Search Optimization

We begin by making one small change to the
seq2seq modeling framework. Instead of predicting
the probability of the next word, we instead learn
to produce (non-probabilistic) scores for ranking se-
quences. Define the score of a sequence consisting
of history w1:t�1 followed by a single word wt as
f(wt,ht�1,x), where f is a parameterized function
examining the current hidden-state of the relevant
RNN at time t� 1 as well as the input representa-
tion x. In experiments, our f will have an identi-
cal form to g but without the final softmax transfor-
mation (which transforms unnormalized scores into
probabilities), thereby allowing the model to avoid
issues associated with the label bias problem.

More importantly, we also modify how this model
is trained. Ideally we would train by comparing
the gold sequence to the highest-scoring complete
sequence. However, because finding the argmax
sequence according to this model is intractable,
we propose to adopt a LaSO-like (Daumé III and
Marcu, 2005) scheme to train, which we will re-
fer to as beam search optimization (BSO). In par-
ticular, we define a loss that penalizes the gold se-
quence falling off the beam during training.1 The
proposed training approach is a simple way to ex-
pose the model to incorrect histories and to match
the training procedure to test generation. Further-
more we show that it can be implemented efficiently
without changing the asymptotic run-time of train-
ing, beyond a factor of the beam size K.

4.1 Search-Based Loss

We now formalize this notion of a search-based loss
for RNN training. Assume we have a set St of K
candidate sequences of length t. We can calculate a
score for each sequence in St using a scoring func-
tion f parameterized with an RNN, as above, and we
define the sequence ŷ

(K)
1:t 2St to be the K’th ranked

1Using a non-probabilistic model further allows us to incur
no loss (and thus require no update to parameters) when the gold
sequence is on the beam; this contrasts with models based on a
CRF loss, such as those of Andor et al. (2016) and Zhou et al.
(2015), though in training those models are simply not updated
when the gold sequence remains on the beam.

sequence in St according to f . That is, assuming
distinct scores,

|{ŷ(k)1:t 2St | f(ŷ(k)t , ĥ
(k)

t�1) > f(ŷ(K)
t , ĥ

(K)

t�1)}| = K � 1,

where ŷ(k)t is the t’th token in ŷ
(k)
1:t , ĥ

(k)
t�1 is the RNN

state corresponding to its t� 1’st step, and where we
have omitted the x argument to f for brevity.

We now define a loss function that gives loss each
time the score of the gold prefix y1:t does not exceed
that of ŷ(K)

1:t by a margin:

L(f) =
TX

t=1

�(ŷ(K)
1:t )

h
1� f(yt,ht�1) + f(ŷ(K)

t , ĥ
(K)
t�1)

i
.

Above, the �(ŷ(K)
1:t ) term denotes a mistake-specific

cost-function, which allows us to scale the loss de-
pending on the severity of erroneously predicting
ŷ
(K)
1:t ; it is assumed to return 0 when the margin re-

quirement is satisfied, and a positive number other-
wise. It is this term that allows us to use sequence-
rather than word-level costs in training (addressing
the 2nd issue in the introduction). For instance,
when training a seq2seq model for machine trans-
lation, it may be desirable to have �(ŷ(K)

1:t ) be in-
versely related to the partial sentence-level BLEU
score of ŷ(K)

1:t with y1:t; we experiment along these
lines in Section 5.3.

Finally, because we want the full gold sequence to
be at the top of the beam at the end of search, when
t=T we modify the loss to require the score of y1:T
to exceed the score of the highest ranked incorrect
prediction by a margin.

We can optimize the loss L using a two-step pro-
cess: (1) in a forward pass, we compute candidate
sets St and record margin violations (sequences with
non-zero loss); (2) in a backward pass, we back-
propagate the errors through the seq2seq RNNs. Un-
like standard seq2seq training, the first-step requires
running search (in our case beam search) to find
margin violations. The second step can be done
by adapting back-propagation through time (BPTT).
We next discuss the details of this process.

4.2 Forward: Find Violations

In order to minimize this loss, we need to specify a
procedure for constructing candidate sequences ŷ(k)1:t
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Abstract

Sequence-to-Sequence (seq2seq) modeling
has rapidly become an important general-
purpose NLP tool that has proven effective for
many text-generation and sequence-labeling
tasks. Seq2seq builds on deep neural language
modeling and inherits its remarkable accuracy
in estimating local, next-word distributions. In
this work, we introduce a model and beam-
search training scheme, based on the work
of Daumé III and Marcu (2005), that extends
seq2seq to learn global sequence scores. This
structured approach avoids classical biases as-
sociated with local training and unifies the
training loss with the test-time usage, while
preserving the proven model architecture of
seq2seq and its efficient training approach. We
show that our system outperforms a highly-
optimized attention-based seq2seq system and
other baselines on three different sequence to
sequence tasks: word ordering, parsing, and
machine translation.

1 Introduction

Sequence-to-Sequence learning with deep neural
networks (herein, seq2seq) (Sutskever et al., 2011;
Sutskever et al., 2014) has rapidly become a very
useful and surprisingly general-purpose tool for nat-
ural language processing. In addition to demon-
strating impressive results for machine translation
(Bahdanau et al., 2015), roughly the same model
and training have also proven to be useful for sen-
tence compression (Filippova et al., 2015), parsing
(Vinyals et al., 2015), and dialogue systems (Ser-
ban et al., 2016), and they additionally underlie other

text generation applications, such as image or video
captioning (Venugopalan et al., 2015; Xu et al.,
2015).

The dominant approach to training a seq2seq sys-
tem is as a conditional language model, with training
maximizing the likelihood of each successive tar-
get word conditioned on the input sequence and the
gold history of target words. Thus, training uses a
strictly word-level loss, usually cross-entropy over
the target vocabulary. This approach has proven to
be very effective and efficient for training neural lan-
guage models, and seq2seq models similarly obtain
impressive perplexities for word-generation tasks.

Notably, however, seq2seq models are not used as
conditional language models at test-time; they must
instead generate fully-formed word sequences. In
practice, generation is accomplished by searching
over output sequences greedily or with beam search.
In this context, Ranzato et al. (2016) note that the
combination of the training and generation scheme
just described leads to at least two major issues:

1. Exposure Bias: the model is never exposed to
its own errors during training, and so the in-
ferred histories at test-time do not resemble the
gold training histories.

2. Loss-Evaluation Mismatch: training uses a
word-level loss, while at test-time we target
improving sequence-level evaluation metrics,
such as BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002).

We might additionally add the concern of label

bias (Lafferty et al., 2001) to the list, since word-
probabilities at each time-step are locally normal-
ized, guaranteeing that successors of incorrect his-
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at each time step t so that we find margin viola-
tions. We follow LaSO (rather than early-update 2;
see Section 2) and build candidates in a recursive
manner. If there was no margin violation at t�1,
then St is constructed using a standard beam search
update. If there was a margin violation, St is con-
structed as the K best sequences assuming the gold
history y1:t�1 through time-step t�1.

Formally, assume the function succ maps a se-
quence w1:t�1 2Vt�1 to the set of all valid se-
quences of length t that can be formed by appending
to it a valid word w2V . In the simplest, uncon-
strained case, we will have

succ(w1:t�1) = {w1:t�1, w | w 2 V}.

As an important aside, note that for some prob-
lems it may be preferable to define a succ func-
tion which imposes hard constraints on successor
sequences. For instance, if we would like to use
seq2seq models for parsing (by emitting a con-
stituency or dependency structure encoded into a se-
quence in some way), we will have hard constraints
on the sequences the model can output, namely, that
they represent valid parses. While hard constraints
such as these would be difficult to add to standard
seq2seq at training time, in our framework they can
naturally be added to the succ function, allowing us
to train with hard constraints; we experiment along
these lines in Section 5.3, where we refer to a model
trained with constrained beam search as ConBSO.

Having defined an appropriate succ function, we
specify the candidate set as:

St = topK

(
succ(y1:t�1) violation at t�1
SK

k=1 succ(ŷ
(k)
1:t�1) otherwise,

where we have a margin violation at t�1 iff
f(yt�1,ht�2) < f(ŷ(K)

t�1 , ĥ
(K)
t�2) + 1, and where

topK considers the scores given by f . This search
procedure is illustrated in the top portion of Figure 1.

In the forward pass of our training algorithm,
shown as the first part of Algorithm 1, we run this
version of beam search and collect all sequences and
their hidden states that lead to losses.

2We found that training with early-update rather than (de-
layed) LaSO did not work well, even after pre-training. Given
the success of early-update in many NLP tasks this was some-
what surprising. We leave this question to future work.

a red dog smells home today

the dog dog barks quickly Friday

red blue cat barks straight now

runs today

a red dog runs quickly today

blue dog barks home today

Figure 1: Top: possible ŷ
(k)
1:t formed in training with a

beam of size K =3 and with gold sequence y1:6 = “a
red dog runs quickly today”. The gold sequence is high-
lighted in yellow, and the predicted prefixes involved in
margin violations (at t=4 and t=6) are in gray. Note
that time-step T =6 uses a different loss criterion. Bot-
tom: prefixes that actually participate in the loss, ar-
ranged to illustrate the back-propagation process.

4.3 Backward: Merge Sequences

Once we have collected margin violations we can
run backpropagation to compute parameter updates.
Assume a margin violation occurs at time-step t be-
tween the predicted history ŷ

(K)
1:t and the gold his-

tory y1:t. As in standard seq2seq training we must
back-propagate this error through the gold history;
however, unlike seq2seq we also have a gradient for
the wrongly predicted history.

Recall that to back-propagate errors through an
RNN we run a recursive backward procedure —
denoted below by BRNN — at each time-step t,
which accumulates the gradients of next-step and fu-
ture losses with respect to ht. We have:

rhtL BRNN(rhtLt+1,rht+1L),

where Lt+1 is the loss at step t+1, deriving, for
instance, from the score f(yt+1,ht). Running this
BRNN procedure from t=T � 1 to t=0 is known
as back-propagation through time (BPTT).

In determining the total computational cost of
back-propagation here, first note that in the worst
case there is one violation at each time-step, which
leads to T independent, incorrect sequences. Since
we need to call BRNN O(T ) times for each se-
quence, a naive strategy of running BPTT for each
incorrect sequence would lead to an O(T 2) back-
ward pass, rather than the O(T ) time required for
the standard seq2seq approach.

Fortunately, our combination of search-strategy
and loss make it possible to efficiently share
BRNN operations. This shared structure comes
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Abstract

Sequence-to-Sequence (seq2seq) modeling
has rapidly become an important general-
purpose NLP tool that has proven effective for
many text-generation and sequence-labeling
tasks. Seq2seq builds on deep neural language
modeling and inherits its remarkable accuracy
in estimating local, next-word distributions. In
this work, we introduce a model and beam-
search training scheme, based on the work
of Daumé III and Marcu (2005), that extends
seq2seq to learn global sequence scores. This
structured approach avoids classical biases as-
sociated with local training and unifies the
training loss with the test-time usage, while
preserving the proven model architecture of
seq2seq and its efficient training approach. We
show that our system outperforms a highly-
optimized attention-based seq2seq system and
other baselines on three different sequence to
sequence tasks: word ordering, parsing, and
machine translation.

1 Introduction

Sequence-to-Sequence learning with deep neural
networks (herein, seq2seq) (Sutskever et al., 2011;
Sutskever et al., 2014) has rapidly become a very
useful and surprisingly general-purpose tool for nat-
ural language processing. In addition to demon-
strating impressive results for machine translation
(Bahdanau et al., 2015), roughly the same model
and training have also proven to be useful for sen-
tence compression (Filippova et al., 2015), parsing
(Vinyals et al., 2015), and dialogue systems (Ser-
ban et al., 2016), and they additionally underlie other

text generation applications, such as image or video
captioning (Venugopalan et al., 2015; Xu et al.,
2015).

The dominant approach to training a seq2seq sys-
tem is as a conditional language model, with training
maximizing the likelihood of each successive tar-
get word conditioned on the input sequence and the
gold history of target words. Thus, training uses a
strictly word-level loss, usually cross-entropy over
the target vocabulary. This approach has proven to
be very effective and efficient for training neural lan-
guage models, and seq2seq models similarly obtain
impressive perplexities for word-generation tasks.

Notably, however, seq2seq models are not used as
conditional language models at test-time; they must
instead generate fully-formed word sequences. In
practice, generation is accomplished by searching
over output sequences greedily or with beam search.
In this context, Ranzato et al. (2016) note that the
combination of the training and generation scheme
just described leads to at least two major issues:

1. Exposure Bias: the model is never exposed to
its own errors during training, and so the in-
ferred histories at test-time do not resemble the
gold training histories.

2. Loss-Evaluation Mismatch: training uses a
word-level loss, while at test-time we target
improving sequence-level evaluation metrics,
such as BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002).

We might additionally add the concern of label

bias (Lafferty et al., 2001) to the list, since word-
probabilities at each time-step are locally normal-
ized, guaranteeing that successors of incorrect his-
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Word Ordering (BLEU)
Kte = 1 Kte = 5 Kte = 10

seq2seq 25.2 29.8 31.0
BSO 28.0 33.2 34.3
ConBSO 28.6 34.3 34.5

LSTM-LM 15.4 - 26.8

Table 1: Word ordering. BLEU Scores of seq2seq, BSO,
constrained BSO, and a vanilla LSTM language model
(from Schmaltz et al, 2016). All experiments above have
Ktr =6.

Word Ordering Beam Size (BLEU)
Kte = 1 Kte = 5 Kte = 10

Ktr = 2 30.59 31.23 30.26
Ktr = 6 28.20 34.22 34.67
Ktr = 11 26.88 34.42 34.88

seq2seq 26.11 30.20 31.04

Table 2: Beam-size experiments on word ordering devel-
opment set. All numbers reflect training with constraints
(ConBSO).

Dependency Parsing We next apply our model
to dependency parsing, which also has hard con-
straints and plausibly benefits from search. We
treat dependency parsing with arc-standard transi-
tions as a seq2seq task by attempting to map from
a source sentence to a target sequence of source
sentence words interleaved with the arc-standard,
reduce-actions in its parse. For example, we attempt
to map the source sentence

But it was the Quotron problems that ...

to the target sequence

But it was @L SBJ @L DEP the Quotron
problems @L NMOD @L NMOD that ...

We use the standard Penn Treebank dataset splits
with Stanford dependency labels, and the standard
UAS/LAS evaluation metric (excluding punctua-
tion) following Chen and Manning (2014). All
models thus see only the words in the source and,
when decoding, the actions it has emitted so far;
no other features are used. We use 2-layer encoder
and decoder LSTMs with 300 hidden units per layer

Dependency Parsing (UAS/LAS)
Kte = 1 Kte = 5 Kte = 10

seq2seq 87.33/82.26 88.53/84.16 88.66/84.33
BSO 86.91/82.11 91.00/87.18 91.17/87.41

ConBSO 85.11/79.32 91.25/86.92 91.57/87.26

Andor 93.17/91.18 - -

Table 3: Dependency parsing. UAS/LAS of seq2seq,
BSO, ConBSO and baselines on PTB test set. Andor is
the current state-of-the-art model for this data set (Andor
et al. 2016), and we note that with a beam of size 32 they
obtain 94.41/92.55. All experiments above have Ktr =6.

and dropout with a rate of 0.3 between LSTM lay-
ers. We replace singleton words in the training set
with an UNK token, normalize digits to a single
symbol, and initialize word embeddings for both
source and target words from the publicly available
word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) embeddings. We
use simple 0/1 costs in defining the � function.

As in the word-ordering case, we also experiment
with modifying the succ function in order to train
under hard constraints, namely, that the emitted tar-
get sequence be a valid parse. In particular, we con-
strain the output at each time-step to obey the stack
constraint, and we ensure words in the source are
emitted in order.

We show results on the test-set in Table 3. BSO
and ConBSO both show significant improvements
over seq2seq, with ConBSO improving most on
UAS, and BSO improving most on LAS. We achieve
a reasonable final score of 91.57 UAS, which lags
behind the state-of-the-art, but is promising for a
general-purpose, word-only model.

Translation We finally evaluate our model on a
small machine translation dataset, which allows us
to experiment with a cost function that is not 0/1,
and to consider other baselines that attempt to mit-
igate exposure bias in the seq2seq setting. We use
the dataset from the work of Ranzato et al. (2016),
which uses data from the German-to-English por-
tion of the IWSLT 2014 machine translation eval-
uation campaign (Cettolo et al., 2014). The data
comes from translated TED talks, and the dataset
contains roughly 153K training sentences, 7K devel-
opment sentences, and 7K test sentences. We use the
same preprocessing and dataset splits as Ranzato et
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use simple 0/1 costs in defining the � function.
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with modifying the succ function in order to train
under hard constraints, namely, that the emitted tar-
get sequence be a valid parse. In particular, we con-
strain the output at each time-step to obey the stack
constraint, and we ensure words in the source are
emitted in order.

We show results on the test-set in Table 3. BSO
and ConBSO both show significant improvements
over seq2seq, with ConBSO improving most on
UAS, and BSO improving most on LAS. We achieve
a reasonable final score of 91.57 UAS, which lags
behind the state-of-the-art, but is promising for a
general-purpose, word-only model.

Translation We finally evaluate our model on a
small machine translation dataset, which allows us
to experiment with a cost function that is not 0/1,
and to consider other baselines that attempt to mit-
igate exposure bias in the seq2seq setting. We use
the dataset from the work of Ranzato et al. (2016),
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contains roughly 153K training sentences, 7K devel-
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Machine Translation (BLEU)
Kte = 1 Kte = 5 Kte = 10

seq2seq 22.53 24.03 23.87
BSO, SB-� 23.83 26.36 25.48

XENT 17.74 20.10 20.28
DAD 20.12 22.25 22.40
MIXER 20.73 21.81 21.83

Table 4: Machine translation experiments on test set; re-
sults below middle line are from MIXER model of Ran-
zato et al. (2016). SB-� indicates sentence BLEU costs
are used in defining �. XENT is similar to our seq2seq
model but with a convolutional encoder and simpler at-
tention. DAD trains seq2seq with scheduled sampling
(Bengio et al., 2015). BSO, SB-� experiments above
have Ktr =6.

al. (2016), and like them we also use a single-layer
LSTM decoder with 256 units. We also use dropout
with a rate of 0.2 between each LSTM layer. We em-
phasize, however, that while our decoder LSTM is of
the same size as that of Ranzato et al. (2016), our re-
sults are not directly comparable, because we use an
LSTM encoder (rather than a convolutional encoder
as they do), a slightly different attention mechanism,
and input feeding (Luong et al., 2015).

For our main MT results, we set �(ŷ(k)1:t ) to
1� SB(ŷ(K)

r+1:t, yr+1:t), where r is the last margin
violation and SB denotes smoothed, sentence-level
BLEU (Chen and Cherry, 2014). This setting of �
should act to penalize erroneous predictions with a
relatively low sentence-level BLEU score more than
those with a relatively high sentence-level BLEU
score. In Table 4 we show our final results and those
from Ranzato et al. (2016).8 While we start with an
improved baseline, we see similarly large increases
in accuracy as those obtained by DAD and MIXER,
in particular when Kte > 1.

We further investigate the utility of these
sequence-level costs in Table 5, which compares us-
ing sentence-level BLEU costs in defining � with
using 0/1 costs. We see that the more sophisti-
cated sequence-level costs have a moderate effect on
BLEU score.

8Some results from personal communication.

Machine Translation (BLEU)
Kte = 1 Kte = 5 Kte = 10

0/1-� 25.73 28.21 27.43
SB-� 25.99 28.45 27.58

Table 5: BLEU scores obtained on the machine trans-
lation development data when training with �(ŷ(k)1:t )= 1

(top) and �(ŷ(k)1:t )= 1� SB(ŷ(K)
r+1:t, yr+1:t) (bottom), and

Ktr = 6.

Timing Given Algorithm 1, we would expect
training time to increase linearly with the size of
the beam. On the above MT task, our highly tuned
seq2seq baseline processes an average of 13,038 to-
kens/second (including both source and target to-
kens) on a GTX 970 GPU. For beams of size Ktr

= 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6, our implementation processes
on average 1,985, 1,768, 1,709, 1,521, and 1,458 to-
kens/second, respectively. Thus, we appear to pay
an initial constant factor of ⇡ 3.3 due to the more
complicated forward and backward passes, and then
training scales with the size of the beam. Because
we batch beam predictions on a GPU, however, we
find that in practice training time scales sub-linearly
with the beam-size.

6 Conclusion

We have introduced a variant of seq2seq and an as-
sociated beam search training scheme, which ad-
dresses exposure bias as well as label bias, and
moreover allows for both training with sequence-
level cost functions as well as with hard constraints.
Future work will examine scaling this approach to
much larger datasets.
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CNNs Outline
• Background: Computer Vision

– Image Classification
– ILSVRC 2010 - 2016
– Traditional Feature Extraction Methods
– Convolution as Feature Extraction

• Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs)
– Learning Feature Abstractions
– Common CNN Layers:

• Convolutional Layer
• Max-Pooling Layer
• Fully-connected Layer (w/tensor input)
• Softmax Layer
• ReLU Layer

– Background: Subgradient
– Architecture: LeNet
– Architecture: AlexNet
– Architecture: ResNet

• Training a CNN
– SGD for CNNs
– Backpropagation for CNNs
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BACKGROUND: COMPUTER VISION
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Example: Image Classification
• ImageNet LSVRC-2011 contest: 
– Dataset: 1.2 million labeled images, 1000 classes
– Task: Given a new image, label it with the correct class
– Multiclass classification problem

• Examples from http://image-net.org/
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Feature Engineering for CV
Edge detection (Canny)

54
Figures from http://opencv.org

Corner Detection (Harris) Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT)

Figure from Lowe (1999) and Lowe (2004)



Example: Image Classification
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Figure 2: An illustration of the architecture of our CNN, explicitly showing the delineation of responsibilities
between the two GPUs. One GPU runs the layer-parts at the top of the figure while the other runs the layer-parts
at the bottom. The GPUs communicate only at certain layers. The network’s input is 150,528-dimensional, and
the number of neurons in the network’s remaining layers is given by 253,440–186,624–64,896–64,896–43,264–
4096–4096–1000.

neurons in a kernel map). The second convolutional layer takes as input the (response-normalized
and pooled) output of the first convolutional layer and filters it with 256 kernels of size 5⇥ 5⇥ 48.
The third, fourth, and fifth convolutional layers are connected to one another without any intervening
pooling or normalization layers. The third convolutional layer has 384 kernels of size 3 ⇥ 3 ⇥
256 connected to the (normalized, pooled) outputs of the second convolutional layer. The fourth
convolutional layer has 384 kernels of size 3 ⇥ 3 ⇥ 192 , and the fifth convolutional layer has 256
kernels of size 3⇥ 3⇥ 192. The fully-connected layers have 4096 neurons each.

4 Reducing Overfitting

Our neural network architecture has 60 million parameters. Although the 1000 classes of ILSVRC
make each training example impose 10 bits of constraint on the mapping from image to label, this
turns out to be insufficient to learn so many parameters without considerable overfitting. Below, we
describe the two primary ways in which we combat overfitting.

4.1 Data Augmentation

The easiest and most common method to reduce overfitting on image data is to artificially enlarge
the dataset using label-preserving transformations (e.g., [25, 4, 5]). We employ two distinct forms
of data augmentation, both of which allow transformed images to be produced from the original
images with very little computation, so the transformed images do not need to be stored on disk.
In our implementation, the transformed images are generated in Python code on the CPU while the
GPU is training on the previous batch of images. So these data augmentation schemes are, in effect,
computationally free.

The first form of data augmentation consists of generating image translations and horizontal reflec-
tions. We do this by extracting random 224⇥ 224 patches (and their horizontal reflections) from the
256⇥256 images and training our network on these extracted patches4. This increases the size of our
training set by a factor of 2048, though the resulting training examples are, of course, highly inter-
dependent. Without this scheme, our network suffers from substantial overfitting, which would have
forced us to use much smaller networks. At test time, the network makes a prediction by extracting
five 224 ⇥ 224 patches (the four corner patches and the center patch) as well as their horizontal
reflections (hence ten patches in all), and averaging the predictions made by the network’s softmax
layer on the ten patches.

The second form of data augmentation consists of altering the intensities of the RGB channels in
training images. Specifically, we perform PCA on the set of RGB pixel values throughout the
ImageNet training set. To each training image, we add multiples of the found principal components,

4This is the reason why the input images in Figure 2 are 224⇥ 224⇥ 3-dimensional.

5

CNN for Image Classification
(Krizhevsky, Sutskever & Hinton, 2012)
15.3% error on ImageNet LSVRC-2012 contest

Input 
image 

(pixels)

• Five convolutional layers 
(w/max-pooling)

• Three fully connected layers

1000-way 
softmax
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What’s a convolution?

• Basic idea:
– Pick a 3x3 matrix F of weights

– Slide this over an image and compute the “inner product” 
(similarity) of F and the corresponding field of the image, and 
replace the pixel in the center of the field with the output of the 
inner product operation

• Key point:
– Different convolutions extract different types of low-level 

“features” from an image

– All that we need to vary to generate these different features is the 
weights of F

Slide adapted from William Cohen



Background: Image Processing
A convolution matrix is used in image processing for 
tasks such as edge detection, blurring, sharpening, etc.
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Background: Image Processing
A convolution matrix is used in image processing for 
tasks such as edge detection, blurring, sharpening, etc.
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Background: Image Processing
A convolution matrix is used in image processing for 
tasks such as edge detection, blurring, sharpening, etc.
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Background: Image Processing
A convolution matrix is used in image processing for 
tasks such as edge detection, blurring, sharpening, etc.
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Background: Image Processing
A convolution matrix is used in image processing for 
tasks such as edge detection, blurring, sharpening, etc.
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Background: Image Processing
A convolution matrix is used in image processing for 
tasks such as edge detection, blurring, sharpening, etc.
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Background: Image Processing
A convolution matrix is used in image processing for 
tasks such as edge detection, blurring, sharpening, etc.
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Background: Image Processing
A convolution matrix is used in image processing for 
tasks such as edge detection, blurring, sharpening, etc.
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Background: Image Processing
A convolution matrix is used in image processing for 
tasks such as edge detection, blurring, sharpening, etc.
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Background: Image Processing
A convolution matrix is used in image processing for 
tasks such as edge detection, blurring, sharpening, etc.
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Background: Image Processing
A convolution matrix is used in image processing for 
tasks such as edge detection, blurring, sharpening, etc.
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Background: Image Processing
A convolution matrix is used in image processing for 
tasks such as edge detection, blurring, sharpening, etc.
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Convolution
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Background: Image Processing
A convolution matrix is used in image processing for 
tasks such as edge detection, blurring, sharpening, etc.
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Convolution
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Background: Image Processing
A convolution matrix is used in image processing for 
tasks such as edge detection, blurring, sharpening, etc.
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Background: Image Processing
A convolution matrix is used in image processing for 
tasks such as edge detection, blurring, sharpening, etc.
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What’s a convolution?
http://matlabtricks.com/post-5/3x3-convolution-kernels-with-online-demo

Slide from William Cohen
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What’s a convolution?
http://matlabtricks.com/post-5/3x3-convolution-kernels-with-online-demo
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What’s a convolution?

• Basic idea:
– Pick a 3x3 matrix F of weights

– Slide this over an image and compute the “inner product” 
(similarity) of F and the corresponding field of the image, and 
replace the pixel in the center of the field with the output of the 
inner product operation

• Key point:
– Different convolutions extract different types of low-level 

“features” from an image

– All that we need to vary to generate these different features is the 
weights of F

Slide adapted from William Cohen



Downsampling
• Suppose we use a convolution with stride 2
• Only 9 patches visited in input, so only 9 pixels in output
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Convolution
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Downsampling
• Suppose we use a convolution with stride 2
• Only 9 patches visited in input, so only 9 pixels in output
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Downsampling
• Suppose we use a convolution with stride 2
• Only 9 patches visited in input, so only 9 pixels in output
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Downsampling
• Suppose we use a convolution with stride 2
• Only 9 patches visited in input, so only 9 pixels in output
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Downsampling
• Suppose we use a convolution with stride 2
• Only 9 patches visited in input, so only 9 pixels in output
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Downsampling
• Suppose we use a convolution with stride 2
• Only 9 patches visited in input, so only 9 pixels in output
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Downsampling
• Suppose we use a convolution with stride 2
• Only 9 patches visited in input, so only 9 pixels in output
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Downsampling
• Suppose we use a convolution with stride 2
• Only 9 patches visited in input, so only 9 pixels in output
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Downsampling
• Suppose we use a convolution with stride 2
• Only 9 patches visited in input, so only 9 pixels in output
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Downsampling
• Suppose we use a convolution with stride 2
• Only 9 patches visited in input, so only 9 pixels in output
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CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETS
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A Recipe for 
Machine Learning

1. Given training data: 3. Define goal:

92

2. Choose each of these:
– Decision function

– Loss function

4. Train with SGD:
(take small steps 
opposite the gradient)



A Recipe for 
Machine Learning

1. Given training data: 3. Define goal:

93

2. Choose each of these:
– Decision function

– Loss function

4. Train with SGD:
(take small steps 
opposite the gradient)

• Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) provide 
another form of decision function

• Let’s see what they look like…



Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
• Typical layers include:

– Convolutional layer
– Max-pooling layer
– Fully-connected (Linear) layer
– ReLU layer (or some other nonlinear activation function)
– Softmax

• These can be arranged into arbitrarily deep topologies

94

Architecture #1: LeNet-5



Convolutional Layer
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0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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θ11 θ12 θ13
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Learned
Convolution

Input Image

Convolved Image

CNN key idea: 
Treat convolution matrix as 
parameters and learn them!



Downsampling by Averaging
• Downsampling by averaging used to be a common approach
• This is a special case of convolution where the weights are fixed to a 

uniform distribution
• The example below uses a stride of 2
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Max-Pooling
• Max-pooling is another (common) form of downsampling
• Instead of averaging, we take the max value within the same range as 

the equivalently-sized convolution
• The example below uses a stride of 2
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Max-
pooling

Input Image
Max-Pooled 
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TRAINING CNNS
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A Recipe for 
Machine Learning

1. Given training data: 3. Define goal:

101

Background

2. Choose each of these:
– Decision function

– Loss function

4. Train with SGD:
(take small steps 
opposite the gradient)



A Recipe for 
Machine Learning

1. Given training data: 3. Define goal:

102

Background

2. Choose each of these:
– Decision function

– Loss function

4. Train with SGD:
(take small steps 
opposite the gradient)

• Q: Now that we have the CNN 
as a decision function, how do 
we compute the gradient?

• A: Backpropagation of course!



SGD for CNNs
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LAYERS OF A CNN
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ReLU Layer
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Softmax Layer
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Fully-Connected Layer
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Convolutional Layer
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Convolutional Layer
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Max-Pooling Layer
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Max-Pooling Layer
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Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
• Typical layers include:

– Convolutional layer
– Max-pooling layer
– Fully-connected (Linear) layer
– ReLU layer (or some other nonlinear activation function)
– Softmax

• These can be arranged into arbitrarily deep topologies

113

Architecture #1: LeNet-5



Architecture #2: AlexNet
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Figure 2: An illustration of the architecture of our CNN, explicitly showing the delineation of responsibilities
between the two GPUs. One GPU runs the layer-parts at the top of the figure while the other runs the layer-parts
at the bottom. The GPUs communicate only at certain layers. The network’s input is 150,528-dimensional, and
the number of neurons in the network’s remaining layers is given by 253,440–186,624–64,896–64,896–43,264–
4096–4096–1000.

neurons in a kernel map). The second convolutional layer takes as input the (response-normalized
and pooled) output of the first convolutional layer and filters it with 256 kernels of size 5⇥ 5⇥ 48.
The third, fourth, and fifth convolutional layers are connected to one another without any intervening
pooling or normalization layers. The third convolutional layer has 384 kernels of size 3 ⇥ 3 ⇥
256 connected to the (normalized, pooled) outputs of the second convolutional layer. The fourth
convolutional layer has 384 kernels of size 3 ⇥ 3 ⇥ 192 , and the fifth convolutional layer has 256
kernels of size 3⇥ 3⇥ 192. The fully-connected layers have 4096 neurons each.

4 Reducing Overfitting

Our neural network architecture has 60 million parameters. Although the 1000 classes of ILSVRC
make each training example impose 10 bits of constraint on the mapping from image to label, this
turns out to be insufficient to learn so many parameters without considerable overfitting. Below, we
describe the two primary ways in which we combat overfitting.

4.1 Data Augmentation

The easiest and most common method to reduce overfitting on image data is to artificially enlarge
the dataset using label-preserving transformations (e.g., [25, 4, 5]). We employ two distinct forms
of data augmentation, both of which allow transformed images to be produced from the original
images with very little computation, so the transformed images do not need to be stored on disk.
In our implementation, the transformed images are generated in Python code on the CPU while the
GPU is training on the previous batch of images. So these data augmentation schemes are, in effect,
computationally free.

The first form of data augmentation consists of generating image translations and horizontal reflec-
tions. We do this by extracting random 224⇥ 224 patches (and their horizontal reflections) from the
256⇥256 images and training our network on these extracted patches4. This increases the size of our
training set by a factor of 2048, though the resulting training examples are, of course, highly inter-
dependent. Without this scheme, our network suffers from substantial overfitting, which would have
forced us to use much smaller networks. At test time, the network makes a prediction by extracting
five 224 ⇥ 224 patches (the four corner patches and the center patch) as well as their horizontal
reflections (hence ten patches in all), and averaging the predictions made by the network’s softmax
layer on the ten patches.

The second form of data augmentation consists of altering the intensities of the RGB channels in
training images. Specifically, we perform PCA on the set of RGB pixel values throughout the
ImageNet training set. To each training image, we add multiples of the found principal components,

4This is the reason why the input images in Figure 2 are 224⇥ 224⇥ 3-dimensional.

5

CNN for Image Classification
(Krizhevsky, Sutskever & Hinton, 2012)
15.3% error on ImageNet LSVRC-2012 contest

Input 
image 

(pixels)

• Five convolutional layers 
(w/max-pooling)

• Three fully connected layers

1000-way 
softmax



CNNs for Image Recognition
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RESIDUAL CONNECTIONS
The key building block of ResNet
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Slides in this section from…
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Deep Residual Learning
MSRA @ ILSVRC & COCO 2015 competitions

Kaiming He
with Xiangyu Zhang, Shaoqing Ren, Jifeng Dai, & Jian Sun

Microsoft Research Asia (MSRA)
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Revolution of Depth
11x11 conv, 96, /4, pool/2

5x5 conv, 256, pool/2

3x3 conv, 384

3x3 conv, 384

3x3 conv, 256, pool/2

fc, 4096

fc, 4096

fc, 1000

AlexNet, 8 layers
(ILSVRC 2012)

Kaiming He, Xiangyu Zhang, Shaoqing Ren, & Jian Sun. “Deep Residual Learning for Image Recognition”. arXiv 2015.
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Revolution of Depth
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fc, 1000

AlexNet, 8 layers
(ILSVRC 2012)
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VGG, 19 layers
(ILSVRC 2014)
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GoogleNet, 22 layers
(ILSVRC 2014)

Kaiming He, Xiangyu Zhang, Shaoqing Ren, & Jian Sun. “Deep Residual Learning for Image Recognition”. arXiv 2015.
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(ILSVRC 2012)

Revolution of Depth
ResNet, 152 layers

(ILSVRC 2015)
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VGG, 19 layers
(ILSVRC 2014)

Kaiming He, Xiangyu Zhang, Shaoqing Ren, & Jian Sun. “Deep Residual Learning for Image Recognition”. arXiv 2015.
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Revolution of Depth
ResNet, 152 layers

Kaiming He, Xiangyu Zhang, Shaoqing Ren, & Jian Sun. “Deep Residual Learning for Image Recognition”. arXiv 2015.

(there was an animation here)
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Revolution of Depth
ResNet, 152 layers
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Revolution of Depth
ResNet, 152 layers
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(there was an animation here)
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Revolution of Depth
ResNet, 152 layers
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Kaiming He, Xiangyu Zhang, Shaoqing Ren, & Jian Sun. “Deep Residual Learning for Image Recognition”. arXiv 2015.

(there was an animation here)
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Simply stacking layers?

0 1 2 3 4 5 60
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20

iter. (1e4)
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%

)

plain-20
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plain-44
plain-56

CIFAR-10

20-layer
32-layer
44-layer
56-layer

0 10 20 30 40 50
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30

40
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60

iter. (1e4)
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r (
%

)

plain-18
plain-34

ImageNet-1000

34-layer

18-layer

• “Overly deep” plain nets have higher training error
• A general phenomenon, observed in many datasets

solid: test/val
dashed: train

Kaiming He, Xiangyu Zhang, Shaoqing Ren, & Jian Sun. “Deep Residual Learning for Image Recognition”. arXiv 2015.
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Deep Residual Learning

• Plaint net

Kaiming He, Xiangyu Zhang, Shaoqing Ren, & Jian Sun. “Deep Residual Learning for Image Recognition”. arXiv 2015.

any two
stacked layers

ݔ

(ݔ)ܪ

weight layer

weight layer

relu

relu

ܪ ݔ is any desired mapping,

hope the 2 weight layers fit (ݔ)ܪ
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Deep Residual Learning

• Residual net

Kaiming He, Xiangyu Zhang, Shaoqing Ren, & Jian Sun. “Deep Residual Learning for Image Recognition”. arXiv 2015.

ܪ ݔ is any desired mapping,

hope the 2 weight layers fit (ݔ)ܪ

hope the 2 weight layers fit (ݔ)ܨ

let ܪ ݔ = ܨ ݔ + ݔ
weight layer

weight layer

relu

relu

ݔ

ܪ ݔ = ܨ ݔ + ݔ

identity
ݔ

(ݔ)ܨ
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Deep Residual Learning

• ܨ ݔ is a residual mapping w.r.t. identity

Kaiming He, Xiangyu Zhang, Shaoqing Ren, & Jian Sun. “Deep Residual Learning for Image Recognition”. arXiv 2015.

• If identity were optimal,
easy to set weights as 0

• If optimal mapping is closer to identity,
easier to find small fluctuations

weight layer

weight layer

relu

relu

ݔ

ܪ ݔ = ܨ ݔ + ݔ

identity
ݔ

(ݔ)ܨ
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ImageNet experiments

• A practical design of going deeper

3x3, 64

3x3, 64

relu

relu

64-d

3x3, 64

1x1, 64
relu

1x1, 256
relu

relu

256-d

all-3x3

Kaiming He, Xiangyu Zhang, Shaoqing Ren, & Jian Sun. “Deep Residual Learning for Image Recognition”. arXiv 2015.

bottleneck
(for ResNet-50/101/152)

similar 
complexity
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7x7 conv, 64, /2

pool, /2

3x3 conv, 64

3x3 conv, 64

3x3 conv, 64
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3x3 conv, 512, /2

3x3 conv, 512

3x3 conv, 512

3x3 conv, 512

3x3 conv, 512

3x3 conv, 512

avg pool

fc 1000

7x7 conv, 64, /2

pool, /2

3x3 conv, 64

3x3 conv, 64

3x3 conv, 64

3x3 conv, 64

3x3 conv, 64

3x3 conv, 64

3x3 conv, 128, /2

3x3 conv, 128

3x3 conv, 128

3x3 conv, 128

3x3 conv, 128

3x3 conv, 128
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3x3 conv, 256, /2
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3x3 conv, 512
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3x3 conv, 512

3x3 conv, 512

avg pool

fc 1000

Network “Design”

• Keep it simple

• Our basic design (VGG-style)
• all 3x3 conv (almost)

• spatial size /2  => # filters x2
• Simple design; just deep!

• Other remarks:
• no max pooling (almost)

• no hidden fc
• no dropout

Kaiming He, Xiangyu Zhang, Shaoqing Ren, & Jian Sun. “Deep Residual Learning for Image Recognition”. arXiv 2015.

plain net ResNet
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CIFAR-10 experiments
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CIFAR-10 plain nets
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CIFAR-10 ResNets

56-layer
44-layer
32-layer
20-layer

110-layer

• Deep ResNets can be trained without difficulties
• Deeper ResNets have lower training error, and also lower test error

solid: test
dashed: train

Kaiming He, Xiangyu Zhang, Shaoqing Ren, & Jian Sun. “Deep Residual Learning for Image Recognition”. arXiv 2015.
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ImageNet experiments

3.57

6.7 7.3

11.7

16.4

25.8
28.2

ILSVRC'15
ResNet

ILSVRC'14
GoogleNet

ILSVRC'14
VGG

ILSVRC'13 ILSVRC'12
AlexNet

ILSVRC'11 ILSVRC'10

ImageNet Classification top-5 error (%)

shallow8 layers

19 layers22 layers

152 layers

Kaiming He, Xiangyu Zhang, Shaoqing Ren, & Jian Sun. “Deep Residual Learning for Image Recognition”. arXiv 2015.

8 layers
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Object Detection (brief)

• Simply “Faster R-CNN + ResNet”

Kaiming He, Xiangyu Zhang, Shaoqing Ren, & Jian Sun. “Deep Residual Learning for Image Recognition”. arXiv 2015.
Shaoqing Ren, Kaiming He, Ross Girshick, & Jian Sun. “Faster R-CNN: Towards Real-Time Object Detection with Region Proposal Networks”. NIPS 2015.

image

CNN

feature map

Region Proposal Net

proposals

classifier

RoI pooling

Faster R-CNN 
baseline mAP@.5 mAP@.5:.95

VGG-16 41.5 21.5

ResNet-101 48.4 27.2

COCO detection results
(ResNet has 28% relative gain)
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Kaiming He, Xiangyu Zhang, Shaoqing Ren, & Jian Sun. “Deep Residual Learning for Image Recognition”. arXiv 2015.
Shaoqing Ren, Kaiming He, Ross Girshick, & Jian Sun. “Faster R-CNN: Towards Real-Time Object Detection with Region Proposal Networks”. NIPS 2015.

*the original image is from the COCO dataset
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Kaiming He, Xiangyu Zhang, Shaoqing Ren, & Jian Sun. “Deep Residual Learning for Image Recognition”. arXiv 2015.
Shaoqing Ren, Kaiming He, Ross Girshick, & Jian Sun. “Faster R-CNN: Towards Real-Time Object Detection with Region Proposal Networks”. NIPS 2015.

*the original image is from the COCO dataset
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Kaiming He, Xiangyu Zhang, Shaoqing Ren, & Jian Sun. “Deep Residual Learning for Image Recognition”. arXiv 2015.
Jifeng Dai, Kaiming He, & Jian Sun. “Instance-aware Semantic Segmentation via Multi-task Network Cascades”. arXiv 2015.

Instance Segmentation (brief)

for each RoI

for each RoI

CONVs

conv feature map

FCs

FCs

RoI warping ,
pooling

masking

CONVs

box instances (RoIs) 

mask instances

categorized instances

person
personperson

horse

• Solely CNN-based (“features matter”)

• Differentiable RoI warping layer (w.r.t box coord.)

• Multi-task cascades, exact end-to-end training
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Kaiming He, Xiangyu Zhang, Shaoqing Ren, & Jian Sun. “Deep Residual Learning for Image Recognition”. arXiv 2015.
Jifeng Dai, Kaiming He, & Jian Sun. “Instance-aware Semantic Segmentation via Multi-task Network Cascades”. arXiv 2015.

*the original image is from the COCO dataset

input



CNN Summary

CNNs
– Are used for all aspects of computer vision, and 

have won numerous pattern recognition 
competitions

– Able learn interpretable features at different 
levels of abstraction

– Typically, consist of convolution layers, pooling
layers, nonlinearities, and fully connected layers

143
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1. Data 2. Model

4. Learning5. Inference

3. Objective
`(✓;D) =

NX

n=1

log p(x(n) | ✓)

p(x | ✓) = 1

Z(✓)

Y

C2C
 C(xC)

✓⇤ = argmax
✓

`(✓;D)p(xC) =
X

x0:x0
C=xC

p(x0 | ✓)

Z(✓) =
X

x

Y

C2C
 C(xC)

D = {x(n)}Nn=1

n n v d nSample 
2:

time likeflies an arrow

n v p d n
Sample 1:

time likeflies an arrow

p n n v vSample 
4:

with youtime will see

n v p n nSample 
3:

flies withfly their wings

X1 X2 X3 X4 X5

Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5

1. Marginal Inference 

2. Partition Function 

x̂ = argmax
x

p(x | ✓)
3. MAP Inference 



A Few Problems for a Factor Graph
Suppose we already have the parameters of a Factor Graph…

1. How do we compute the probability of a specific assignment to the 
variables?
P(T=t, H=h, A=a, C=c)

2. How do we draw a sample from the joint distribution?
t,h,a,c ∼ P(T, H, A, C)

3. How do we compute marginal probabilities?
P(A) = …

4. How do we draw samples from a conditional distribution? 
t,h,a ∼ P(T, H, A | C = c)

5. How do we compute conditional marginal probabilities?
P(H | C = c) = …

146

Can we 
use 

samples
?



Marginals by Sampling on Factor Graph

147time likeflies an arrow

X1 ψ2 X2 ψ4 X3 ψ6 X4 ψ8 X5

ψ1 ψ3 ψ5 ψ7 ψ9

ψ0X0

<START>

n v p d nSample 6:

v n v d nSample 5:

v n p d nSample 4:

n v p d nSample 3:

n n v d nSample 2:

n v p d nSample 1:

Suppose we took many samples from the distribution over 
taggings:



Marginals by Sampling on Factor Graph

148time likeflies an arrow

X1 ψ2 X2 ψ4 X3 ψ6 X4 ψ8 X5

ψ1 ψ3 ψ5 ψ7 ψ9

ψ0X0

<START>

n v p d nSample 6:

v n v d nSample 5:

v n p d nSample 4:

n v p d nSample 3:

n n v d nSample 2:

n v p d nSample 1:

The marginal p(Xi = xi) gives the probability that variable Xi
takes value xi in a random sample



Marginals by Sampling on Factor Graph

149time likeflies an arrow

X1 ψ2 X2 ψ4 X3 ψ6 X4 ψ8 X5

ψ1 ψ3 ψ5 ψ7 ψ9

ψ0X0

<START>

n v p d nSample 6:

v n v d nSample 5:

v n p d nSample 4:

n v p d nSample 3:

n n v d nSample 2:

n v p d nSample 1:

Estimate the 
marginals as: n 4/6

v 2/6
n 3/6
v 3/6

p 4/6
v 2/6 d 6/6 n 6/6


